F-35 MISSION
PARTNER HIGHLIGHTS

Over **1600**
common components delivered
to each F-35

2001 2022

Over **2 MILLION**
components delivered to the
F-35 program to date

Proven ability to
increase production capacity
since program start **4x**

TR-3 Integrated Core
Processor (ICP) delivers

**37x**
computing power
over the legacy system

The TR-3 Panoramic
Cockpit Display Electronic
Unit (PCD-EU) delivers

**5x**
faster processing speed
over the legacy system

TR-3 Aircraft Memory
System (AMS) delivers

**20x**
memory storage
over legacy system

OPEN SYSTEMS UPGRADES FOR TECH REFRESH 3 (TR-3) -
Panoramic Cockpit Display (PCD), Electronic Unit (EU), Aircraft
Memory System (AMS) and Integrated Core Processor (ICP)

L3Harris F-35 common
components are projected
to deliver a **lifetime savings**
over $800M
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